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a film of  encounters
Facs of Life is  a film of conceptual/poetic dispositifs that charts trajectories of those affected by Gilles Deleuze’s laboratory 
of  machinic thought at the  Centre Expérimental Universitaire de Paris 8 - Vincennes (1969-1980). 
Le film generates its lignes d’erre and its  cinematographic territories  from a series of encounters: with videos of     
Deleuze’s  courses at Vincennes made by a group of militant cineastes; with several of those who attended the seminar 
and who appear in these images; with the woods of Vincennes  where the university buildings (pulled down in 1980)  
once stood; with students of the new Paris 8 university at St Denis; and inevitably with the phantoms of revolution that 
continue to haunt our desires.  
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archives and rushes
The idea for Facs of Life grew slowly over a number of years out of a continuing dialogue with Deleuze’s philosophy that 
has undoubtedly played a decisive role in the course our lives,  both personal and professional,  have taken, and in our 
approach towards cinema, interdisciplinary research, writing, music, visual arts and experimental didactics. 

More specifically, the desire to make  
the film resulted from an almost visceral 
reaction to the videos of Deleuze’s 
Vincennes seminar of 1975-76, filmed 
by Marielle Burkhalter and broadcast 
on Rai Tre  by the late-night art cinema  
programme “Fuori Orario”, in 2006. 

These images fascinated us for the way 
they evoked a microcosm where 
institutional codes, power relations and 
traditional modes of knowledge 
transmission appeared to be partially 
suspended or at least questioned. The 
problems  and concepts formulated by 
Deleuze during the course were part of 
a becoming thought in relation to a 
social and biopolitical outside whose  
atmosphere visibly permeated the 
proceedings.   The whole resulted in a singular mixture of urgency and delicious slowness, an ever-shifting continuum of 
accelerations, decelerations, hesitations and silences.  The presence of the video camera seemed well-attuned to the 
impersonal character of Deleuze’s thought: rather than embodying a subjective or fixed viewpoint, its  floating presence    
seemed  a kind of mobile, collective yet deterritorialized form of enunciation, an anyone-whoever apparatus of capture. 
But how does one film philosophy. What emerges from the encounter? 

figures in flight

  

The resulting trail was part detective, part spy and  part ghost story in which it was

often difficult to tell who are the real revenants, the students or us.    

The videos of Deleuze’s seminars were for us like rushes of some non- or not-yet-existent post Nouvelle Vague film. 
Rushes swirling around an empty centre from which we forged a film like a reverse spiral or whirlpool which projects the 
rushes towards a beyond, through the singular trajectories of  the characters some thirty years on. 

What emerges from our encounters with Deleuze’s students is therefore neither the summoning of memories of the 
period from a stable subjective position (able to put in order the unruly whirlpool of events  that have marked them) nor 

Watching the images of  
Deleuze’s  courses at Vincennes,  
we couldn’t avoid imagining the 
possible trajectories  taken by the 
arrow of his thought in its 
passage from  the classroom to 
the realm of life ‘outside’ the 
university,  the daily lives  of those 
who, directly or indirectly, 
received its wound. 

Which is why we decided to 
move to Paris to look for some of 
the old students  who were in the 
videos, a bizarre investigation 
conducted through digital photos 
we took of  the  video images. 



a summary nor a philosophical debate among specialists around Deleuze’s thought. It is rather the becoming of a 
process  set off by the encounter itself, the construction of plane of consistency,  a life plane (in Deleuze’s own terms), the 
invention of devices and maps that have produced a series of collective yet singular refrains, machines of clandestine joy 
and resistance.  

from plans to plateaus
Facs of life follows Deleuze’s thought in the life practices  it 
engenders through the trajectories of 10 students who share the 
experience of  having participated in his courses.
The film consists of a prelude and 8 plateaus, each linked to one or 
more of the students we have met, giving rise to an intermezzo  form 
between essay, documentary, fiction, video-poem, performance, 
music and noise .  
Each plateau forms a dispositif through which a particular 
problematic field, indicated by a key-word or concept, unfolds and 
then folds upon other plateaus  through a rhythmic,  serial montage 
allowing the characters to dwell in a being-between things.   

the prelude 

plateau 1 :  inarchivé

         

A woman encountered by chance in the   
Bois  de Vincennes at the fork between 
two possible routes: documentary or 
fiction, platitude of the souvenir that 
affirms  the sovereignty of the present or 
unfathomable vertigo of a false memory, 
an unachieved past. 
But is  it necessary to chooses between 
these alternatives? Among the trees, are 
there not other paths? 

vertigo

V is for  Vincennes

vide

with Patricia Duthion : former student at 
Vincennes, radio journalist, writer 

with Marielle Burkhalter : militant filmmaker who made the 
video of  Deleuze’s courses at Vincennes  (1975-76)
with Ali Akay : professor at Istanbul University of  Fine Arts, 
translator of  Deleuze in Turkish, art curator

First encounter : the video  
foo tage o f Mar ie l l e 
B u r k h a l t e r, b l u r r e d , 
undisciplined images  of a 
cinema degree-zero that gives 
rise to a desire to find the 
real bodies  of characters 
already inscribed in an on/
off-screen field of virtual 
fictions that bask in the 
limbo of the inarchivé. The 
story of these videos, rushes 
of a phantom film and their 
survivance despite all, is 
redoubled by the precarious 
existence of Facs of Life 
which takes shape in an 
opening that oscillates 
between the already and the 
not yet.    

“There is a film
You are watching a 
film

or maybe it’s not a 
film

only rushes 
rushes in no rush 
to be a film...”



plateau 2 :  faciality

plateau 3 :  inclination

plateau 4 :  scales/ intervals

with Uno Kunijichi : professor of  theatre at Tokyo, 
translator of  Deleuze in Japanese 

with Robert Albouker : writer, art dealer and historian 

“is the screen
closer to being
a window 

or a wall

a door
or a mirror?”

with Pascale Criton : composer

Third rencontre : a  « blues » 
walk, a bal(l)ade in the Bois   with 
a student  who returns there for 
the first time in thirty years,  traces 
of bodies attuning and detuning 
themselves, appearing and 
vanishing, on their way to the 
zone. Memory and void, a circle of 
absence impossible to leave, save 
by an impersonal line of  escape, 
a line of errance with neither 
inside nor out, without direction, 
a bloc of animal childhood that 
allows both a turning away from 
history and a zig-zagging between 
the trees, sentries of the wood’s 
forgetting.

Second encounter: a conversation with 
Uno in Tokyo around the question of 
faciality, through Skype, a communication 
software inscribed in a highly facialized 
economy of exchange that threatens to 
flatten the transmission of thought and 
affect but which also offers  new visual and  
poetic possibilities  to construct 
multitemporal shots and to avoid the 
subjective redundancy of the shot/reverse 
shot.  Meanwhile attempt is made to open 
a window in the classroom where Deleuze 
is  speaking about the face of the star and 
the despot, a membrane or passage 
between two temporalities, two apparently 
incommensurable worlds.
 

“Histoire d’un effacement

O vide 

Les métamorphoses

Alice …

Are you set on becoming 

Orphée or Euridice

Grace or Arianne…”

Fourth encounter: in the sonic 
labyrinth of the Couvent de la 
Tourette an ineffable space is 
prepared where the eyes can 
learn to listen, the ears to see,  a 
pré traversed by mysterious 
floating voices. A composer and 
guest musicians extend an 
invitation to explore the space, 
guided by multiple keenings, 
clicks and scrapings.  

“A measuring tape 

without markings

That must itself be 

measured

A tape fit to gauge

only impossible 

distances...”



plateau 5 : borders

plateau 6 : épuissance

plateau 7 : promenade

with Anne Querrien : urban theorist, editor of  Multitudes and Chimères  
Olivier Apprill : writer, sound documentarist, editor at Arte 
Abel Mir : thinker, hôtelier, player 
Richard Pinhas : avant rock musician

with Yolande Finkelsztaijn : photographer

with Giorgio Passerone : professor of  Italian literature at Lille 
and translator of  Deleuze

“Stripped of 
belonging

the image bares its 
lining

its band of secret 

noise”

“Life 

after life

after life

you play a game 

of infinite 
patience”

“Walking a line 

like a knife 

through everything”

Fifth encounter : composing with 
the borders,  corridors and dazibaos 
of today’s  Paris 8 that mix signs of 
confused and dispersed struggles 
with those of a capitalism whose 
circuits are ever-more englobing; the 
white-noise edge of a torn photo 
dating from a time when  Vincennes 
was on the brink of madness; noise 
music as   end and possible 
recommencement of the body and 
the world; a reading of Anti-oedipus 
on the edge of the Paris inner 
circular invokes the ghosts of Kaoru 
Abe and Jacques Tati. How to stay 
on the outside  in the violence and 
calm of a distanciation without 
repair.
 

Sixth encounter: a game of 
solitaire fills the screen with  
photos of crushed, exhausted 
animal bodies and releases  a 
latent life force.  The series of 
dead-living animals gives way to a 
work of cartography that tries to 
remake the classroom, whose 
claim to autonomy is  taken up by 
a group of young students around 
a banked fire: Godardian 
reminiscence of Un film comme les 
autres or the possible arising of a 
new film from its ashes.

Seventh encounter: a  
personless promenade in 
the 18th arrondissement to  
Rue Bizerte, longtime 
dwelling-place of  Deleuze.   
In dissonant harmony with  
Clarissa Dalloway’s London 
walks or those of  Robert 
Wal ser, the camera 
introduces a molecular 
gaze, a mist between things:   
“not this, not that,  outside, 
looking on.”



plateau 8 : falaise

the voice-off
La voice of Philippe Loyrette, escaped from  Eloge de l’amour (Godard, 2001),  drifts   fragilely « off » Facs of Life, in the 
neutral mode of  Walser’s characters. 

production and partners 
Facs of life  (filmed between July 2007 and January 2009) was  made with the support of the University of Paris 8 ( «  40 
ans de Paris 8 » ) and the cinemautonome platform. 
Editing, post-production and mixing (February-June 2009) were completed thanks to a residence with Lignes d’Erre (Film 
Flamme, Marseille) and with the participation of Mains d’Oeuvres (Residence Visual Arts, Saint Ouen-Paris) and 
Archipel Productions (Paris). 

with Georges Comtesse : philosopher,  tightrope walker, magician, schizo-
analyst, film critic

 “ This  is night work. There is a film. 
You are watching a film. Like all films 
it regards some people and not others 
or perhaps only others. Or maybe it’s 
not a film, only rushes. Rushes in no 
rush to be a film. This  is  night work. 
Even during the day. You are 
watching a film, rushes of a film. And 
you are making a film. But you are in 
no rush to make it…”

“Between 

thinking 

and 

dying

a 

downward 

ascendance...”

Eighth  encounter: under  a 
cliff-face in Picardie, 
prehistoric trace of a 
shifting earth, ripped from 
its roots,  a tape recorder 
abandoned on the rocks 
plays out its refrain, a voice 
that speaks of the violence 
of thought. On the empty 
expanse of a terminal 
beach, we witness the 
aphanaissance of a new 
cinematic figure,  the 
disastronaut, gift of abandon 
and dawn, la bande donnée, 
and on and on. 



the directors
Silvia Maglioni & Graeme Thomson are filmmakers and interdisciplinary artists and researchers.  
Following formal and informal studies in literature, cinema, philosophy and music (Italy, UK, France, US) they began 
making sound and video installations, photo-essays, experimental radio programmes, multimedia performances and 
seminars (recently at Fondazione Pistoletto Cittadellarte/Biella, Bétonsalon/Paris, Mains d’Oeuvres/Saint-Ouen, 
Festival de Cinémas  Différents/Paris, Gasworks/London, Stedelijk Museum/Amserdam, MuHKA Museum/Antwerp, 
Betonsalon/Paris, Kunstenzentrum Z33/Hasselt, European Media Art Festival/Osnabrueck), defamiliarizing and 

remixing cultural texts and products 
and deconstructing modes of 
s p e c t a c u l a r r e p r e s e n t a t i o n . 
Additionally, they have published 
numerous texts and articles on  
literature, cinema, contemporary art, 
critical theory, new media and 
experimental didactics. 
Their films include a short cinétract 
Wolkengestalt, a chance meeting of 
Goethe, meteorology, Romantic 
painting and September 11 (DVD 
produced by Il Trifoglio Nero 
Gallery/ distributed by  CJC) and  La 
Nuit de la peinture  (in post-production).
They are members of Collectif Jeune 
Cinéma (Paris), of the international 
plateform Rhizome  (New York) and 

recently, along with other independent 
filmmakers, they have founded the platform of  critical reflection cinemautonome. 
They are currently artists  in residence at Mains d’Œuvres where they are preparing an exhibition, “blown up!”, around 
the idea of  exploded cinema in relation to Facs of  Life. 

     
« During my PhD thesis on Deleuze and Nomadism I began researching into nomad practices between cinema, writing, philosophy and visual 
arts. Moreover, the 1970s have always haunted me for their poetic and revolutionary force. Facs of Life is for me an important figuration of 
this path.»  (Silvia Maglioni)

« The projects we’ve made over the past few years take in documentary-essay filmmaking, digital painting, performance, visual poetry and 
extreme noise assault. I’ve always been fascinated  by areas of perceptual interference and uncertainty between recognised modes and fields of 
representation. For me Deleuze confirmed a desire I’ve always had to stay between things. Facs of Life is an attempt to realise this 
intermezzo.»  (Graeme Thomson)

CONTACT

Silvia Maglioni & Graeme Thomson :
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lesfacsoflife@gmail.com
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